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Mr Shameem
appointed for a
further term as the
Campus Manager

Discussions held on assisting
Women Development

Mr Mohamed Shameem Adam
of Thinadhoo Campus has been
appointed as the Campus Manager
for the third consecutive term on
January 2, 2022. Each term is for
three years.
Mr Shameem envisions that the
Campus will grow to be the most
well managed and effective campus
of all. The next three years is likely
to see new physical developments
including more accommodation for
staff and students.

A productive meeting was held
between the members of Thinadhoo
Women’s Development Committee
(WDC) and Campus Staff. In the
meeting both parties agreed to
increase their cooperation in areas of
mutual interest.
The strategic aims of WDC’s are
to: (1) Empower women politically and
economically; and promote inclusive
governance, (2) Assist Local Councils
in achieving Sustainable Development
Goals, (3) Ensure fiscal decentralization;
and assist local councils in creating
vibrant local economies, (4) Make
local councils accountable and
responsible, (5) Leverage use of ICT for
an empowered, effective and efficient

local governance system, (6) Promote
community participation at local level,
(7) Build trust among citizens and
Government for the local governance
system, and finally (8) Strengthen Local
Government Authority.
At present all Island Councils
have female members which would
further involve women in the decision
making processes that impact both the
Island, women and their families.
In other Campuses of the
university, important steps are being
taken to assist women pursue income
generating activities including market
gardening and trade. Economic
empowerment of women are essential
for national development.
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Teaching to the Exam: What are
the consequences?
MSA

cninevcswd
ްމުހައްމަދު ހުސައިނ
ް ުމާލީ ޙާލަތު ތަން ނުދިނުމުގެ ސަބަބ
ނ
ީ މަދަރަސ،ީ އިން ސުކޫލުން ވަކިވާންޖެހުނ8 ްގްރޭޑ
ާޙަޔާތުގެ އެންމެ މުހިންމު މަރުޙަލާ ކަމަށްވާ އޯލެވެލްއ
.ެހަމައަށްވެސް ކިޔެވުމުގެ ނަސީބު ނުލިބިއެވ
ަނަމަވެސް މިއީ ތަޢުލީމީ ހަޔާތުގައި ޖެހުނު ސިއްކ
ް އުމުރުނ،ި ހިތްވަރު ދޫކޮށްނުލައ،ިކަމުގައި ނުދެކ
ު އަހަރުގައި ޤައުމީ ޚިދުމަތާ މުޙައްމަދ17 ެއެންމ
ްޙުސައިން ގުޅުނީ އިތުރަށް ކިޔެވުމަށް ހިތުން ނިޔަތ
.ެކަނޑައަޅައިގެންނެވ
ި މަތީ ތަޢުލީމަށް ދިޔުމަށް ގިރާކުރ،ްއެގޮތުނ
ްފުރަތަމަ ހަރުފަތަކީ ޔުނިވަރސިޓީ ފައުންޑޭޝަނ
ް ފައުންޑޭޝަން ސެޓްފިކެޓް ހާޞިލުކޮށ.ެޕްރޮގުރާމެވ
ްބިޒްނަސް އަދި އައިޓީއިން އެޑްވާންސް ސެޓްފިކެޓ
ް މަތީ ތަޢުލީމުގެ އާ ހަރުފަތަކަށ،ްފުރިހަމަކޮށ
ާދިއުމަށްޓަކައި ދިވެހި ރާއްޖޭގެ ޤައުމީ ޔުނިވަރސިޓީއ
ްގުޅުމަށް މުހައްމަދު ހުސައިން މަސައްކަތ
ް އެތައް ފަހަރަކު މި މަސައްކަތ.ެކުރަންފެށިއެވ
ްނާކާމިޔާބު ވި ނަމަވެސް ހިތްވަރުދޫކޮށް ނުލައި ކުރަމުނ
ު ވަނަ އަހަރ2016 ީދިޔަ މަސައްކަތަށް ނިމުމެއް އައ
،ީފުރަތަމަ ފަހަރަށް ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ގައުމީ ޔުނިވަރސިޓ
ްތިނަދޫ ކެމްޕަހުން ހުޅުވާލި ބެޗްލަރ އޮފް ބިޒްނަސ
.ެކޯހުން ފުރުސަތު ލިބުމުންނެވ
ް ަވަޒީފާގެ މަސްޢޫލިއްޔަތު ފުރިހަމައ
ށ
ި ފުރަތަމަ ޑިގްރީ ހާސިލުކުރުމަށް ކުރ،ްއަދާކުރަމުނ
ްދަތުރަކީ މާ އަމާން އޮމާންކޮށް ދިޔަ ދަތުރަކަށ
ޭ މި ދަތުރުގައި ކުރިމަތިވި އަދަދުނުކުރެވ.ެނުވިއެވ
ެގޮންޖެހުންތަކާ ހިތްވަރާއެކު ކުރިމަތިލައި ދަތުރު ގ
.ެމަންޒިލް ހޯދީ އެތަކެއް ޤުރުބާނީތަކަކަށް ފަހުއެވ
ް ކޯހުގެ މުއްދަތުގައި ކޯސް ފުރިހަމަކޮށ،ްނަމަވެސ
ެއަލުން ޚިދުމަތާ ގުޅުނުތާ ކުޑަ ދުވަސްކޮޅެއްގ
ުތެރޭގައި ސިފައިންގެ ޚިދުމަތުން ޝަރަފުވެރިކަމާއެކ
.ެމުޙައްމަދު ޙުސައިން ރިޓަޔަރކުރަން ޖެހުނެވ
ް އަހަރު ވަންދެން އަދާކުރި ވަޒީފާއަށް ނިމުމެއ21
ެ އަނެއްކާވެސް ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގ،ްގެންނަން ޖެހުނަސ
ްގައުމީ ޔުނިވަރސިޓީގެ މާސްޓާރސް އޮފް ބިޒްނަސ
ްއެޑްމިނިސްޓްރޭޝަން ކޯހުގައި ބައިވެރިވެ އެ ކޯސްވެސ
ުކާމިޔާބު ކަމާއެކު ފުރިހަމަކުރުމަށްފަހު މިއަދު މުޙައްމަދ
ީ މަޑަވެލ.ޙުސައިނަކީ ފެނަކަ ކޯޕަރޭޝަން ގދ
ި ވަކ.ެބްރާންޗްގެ ހިންގުމުގެ ހުންގާނުގައި ހުރި ފަރާތެވ
،ްކަހަލަ މަސައްކަތެއް ކުރާ ތަނަކަށް ދިއުމަށްވުރެ ބޮޑަށ
ިމުހައްމަދު ހުސައިން އަބަދުވެސް ބަލަނީ ރައްޔިތުންނާއ
.ެގުޅުންހުރި ދާއިރާތަކުން ޚިދުމަތް ކުރެވޭތޯ އެވ
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Exam results decide best students and
finest teachers. Schools give awards to
teachers based on the pass percentage
of their students. Top students are
recognized and honored at school
levels and national levels. The pressure
on exam results forced teachers to
teach for exam and students to learn
solely for exam. As a consequence,
little attention is paid to teach
concepts for understanding, rather the
focus is teaching for memorization.
Teachers do not care about teaching
values, skills or anything that is not
assessed in exams. The culture of
teaching and learning for the test is so
widely practiced in schools. Students
prefer procedural understanding
rather then conceptual understanding.
Understanding is regarded as only
procedural thing not a conceptual
thing anymore. Memorization of
meanings and procedures have
become most central things in
teaching and learning process. One
of the first thing parents do when
children go to secondary schools is
to get ‘past-paper books’ in all the
A high school examination
in progress.

subjects for them to practice and
prepare for the exam. Teachers advise
students and parents to practice doing
past papers repeatedly as it is believed
to be a proven method for passing
exams. In fact, many believes that it
works.
I am not saying that doing past
paper is a bad thing. Practicing
problem solving, and assessing
understanding help students in many
ways. Assessment should be a part of
learning process and should focus on
gaining information about students’
learning, rather than focusing on the
product. When the emphasis is only on
the product, doing past papers may
not help students to gain knowledge
or understanding, rather it only helps
to learn by heart. In other words,
teachers can make students to pass
the exam, even though they don’t
understand the concept by repeatedly
practicing exam questions. The
question is, is this what we want?
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The short cut of teaching to the test has
number of undesirable consequences.
One such a consequence is that it
makes us to forget about the purpose
of schooling. As we all know, teaching
for assessment does not full fill the
purpose of schooling as given in
national curriculum. The purpose
of schooling, as we all agree, is to
cultivate skills needed for the students
to succeed in life. Are we achieving
this by putting so much attention on
exam results and forcing teachers
and students to strive for better exam
results? What percentage of schoolleavers are employable? How many of
them have desire to find a work and
earn money of their own? How many
of them have skills to learn new things
without being spoon fed? Thinking
about these questions make one to
worry about future of our nation.
If we are to stop the current practice
of teaching for the test, then we need
to stop or at least minimize things that
pressure schools, parents, and students
to do so. We need to stop focusing
so much on grand ceremonies to
celebrate so called ‘top achievers’ both
at school and national levels. In my
opinion, we do so as it was the central
purpose of schooling. Instead, we need
to recognize students’ other skills,
skills that are important to become
a better person. Our focus has to be
on teaching and learning skills and
values that help children to succeed
in life. We should understand that
if we pressure schools and teachers
to focus on assessment results, then
we are allowing assessment to lead
curriculum, and instructional practices.
If we are to develop successful,
motivated, competent, confident,
responsible and productive individuals
who contribute to the family,
community and the global society as
describe in the national curriculum,
we should allow curriculum to lead
instructional practices of teachers, but
not the assessment.

ޔޫ ޕްރޮގްރާމް ގއ އާއި ގދ.ްއެނ.ްފަހި އެމ
ިރަށްރަށުގައި ކުރިއަށް ގެންގޮސްފ
ިކައުންސިލްތަކާ އެކު ބޭއްވުނު ބައްދަލުވުން ތަކުގައ

ްދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ގައުމީޔުނިވަރސިޓީ އިނ

ްޔުނިވަރސިޓީއާ ރަށު ކައުންސިލްތަކާއި ގުޅިގެނ

ްޔޫ ޕްރޮގްރާމ.ްއެނ.ްކުރިއަށް ގެންދާ ފަހި އެމ

ިމުޖްތަމަޢުގެ ލާބަޔަށް ކުރެވިދާނެ ކަންތައްތަކާއ

ޮގއ އަދި ގދ ރަށްރަށުގައި ކުރިއަށް ގެންގ

.ެބެހޭގޮތުން މަޝްވަރާ ކުރެވިފައިވެއެވ

.ެސްފިއެވ
ެމި ޕްރޮގަރާމް އަކީ ޤައުމީ ޔުނިވަރސިޓީގ

ެ އަދި ފަޅުވެރިކަމުގ2 ްނިޔަމިކަމުގެ ސެޓްފިކެޓ
ްސެޓްފިކެޓް ކޯސ

ްތަސައްވަރާއި ޔުނިވަރސިޓީއިނ
،ިދޭ ހިދުމަތްތަކާއި ފުރުޞަތުތަކާއ
ި ދަރިވަރުންނަށް އުފާވެރ،ިހުރިވަސީލަތްތަކާއ
ްމާހައުލެއް ޤާއިމުކޮށްދޭން ޔުނިވަރސިޓީނ
ެކުރާ މަސައްކަތްތައް ތައާރަފްކޮށްދިނުމުގ
ީމަޤްސަދުގައި ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ޤައުމ
ުޔުނިވަރސިޓީއިން މުޅިރާއްޖޭގެ ހުރިހާ ކަންކޮޅ
.ެތަކެއްގައިކުރިއަށްގެންދާސިލްސިލާޕްރޮގަރާމެކެވ
ްއިން ފެށިގެނ2021 ު ޑިސެންބަރ18 ްއެގޮތުނ

ާސެންޓަރ ފޯ މެރިޓައިމް ސްޓަޑީޒުން ހިންގ

.ްގެ ނިޔަލަށް އެމ2021 ު ޑިސެންބަރ21

ެ އަދި ފަޅުވެރިކަމުގ2ްނިޔަމިކަމުގެ ސެޓްފިކެޓ

ީއެންޔޫ ތިނަދޫ ކެމްޕަސްގެ ޓީމެއް ވަނ

ިސެޓްފިކެޓް ކޯސް ތިނަދޫ ކެމްޕަހުގައ

.ެހުވަދުއަތޮޅުގެ އެކިރަށްތަކަށް ޒިޔާރަތްކޮށްފައެވ

ް ދަރިވަރުނ13 ަ ޖުމުލ.ެހިންގައިފިއެވ

،ޫ ހޯޑެއްދ،ި ރަށް (މަޑަވެލ5 ެގދ ގ

ަބައިވެރިވެ ހުރިހާ ދަރިވަރުން ކޯސް ފުރިހަމ

ގައްދޫ) އަދި ގއ،ާފަރެސްމާތޮޑ،ާނަޑެއްލ

ްކޮށްފައިވާ ނިޔަމިކަމުގެ ކޯސް ކުރިއަށ

)ިކޮލަމާފުށ،ިވިލިގިލ،ޫ ރަށް (ދާންދ3 ެގ

2021  ޑިސެންބަރ14 ީގެންގޮސަފައިވަނ

ިހިމަނައިގެން ކުރިއަށް ގެންދިޔަ މި ދަތުރުގައ

.ެ ގެ ނިޔަލަށެވ2021  ޑިސެންބަރ19 ްއިނ

ް އިނ8 ްއެ ރަށްރަށުގެ ސްކޫލްތަކުގެ ގްރޭޑ

ި ދުވަސް) ގައ2( 21،20 އަދި ޑިސެންބަރ

ްމަތީގެ ދަރިވަރުނަށް ކެރިއަރ ގައިޑަންސ

ްކުރިއަށް ގެންދިޔަ ފަޅުވެރިކަމުގެ ސެޓްފިކެޓ

ް ސްޓަޑީ ސްކިލްސް ޕްރޮގްރާމ،ިދިނުމާއ

ަކޯހުގެ ހުރިހާ ބައިވެރިންވެސް ކޯސް ފުރިހަމ

ްހިންގުމުގެ އިތުރުން ސްކޫލްތަކުގެ ޓީޗަރުންނަށ

ީ މިދެކޯހުގައި ކިޔަވައިދެއްވ.ެކޮށްފައިވެއެވ

ްޕްރޮފެޝަނަލް ޑިވެލޮޕްމަންޓް ސެޝަން ކުރިއަށ

ާމިދާއިރާގެ ދުވަސްވީ ތަޖުރިބާކާރެއް ކަމުގައިވ

ި މީގެ އިތުރުން ޒިޔާރަތްކުރ.ެގެންގޮސްފައިވެއެވ

.ްއެމ.ީސެންޓަރ ފޯ މެރިޓައިމް ސްޓަޑީޒް (ސ

ެހުރިހާ ރަށެއްގެ ކައުންސިލާއި އަންހެނުންގ

ުއެސް) ގެ ލެކްޗަރަރ ކެޕްޓަން އަހުމަދު ޒުބައިރ

ްތަރައްޤީއަށް މަސައްކަތްކުރާ ކޮމެޓީތަކާވެސ

.ެއެވ

ެ ރަށް ރަށުގ.ެވަނީ ބައްދަލުކޮށްފައެވ
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There are over 6800 social
housing flats in HulhuMale’
providing cheap accommodation for many.

Determining a fair price for the State
in providing social housing
By Hassan Waheed, ACMA, CGMA, MBA,
BECON
Most of what we purchase are private
goods and services. What makes them
“private” is that buyer enjoy all the
benefits that these goods provide.
Anyone who does not pay for a private
good will not receive a benefit from it.
Since a customer get all the benefits
of a restaurant meal, for example,
customer is generally willing to pay full
cost of it.
Economy must also provide many
useful other things known as public
goods. The benefit of pubic goods
must be shared, a single person should
not have to pay the whole cost of
them for which government provide a
solution. Society gives government the
power to tax, and taxing authority is the
means for getting others to share the
expense of public goods.
Social housing is targeted to low
income households at rents that
are lower than owner-occupied
housing and properties (private good)
available for rent from private property
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owners. In this process Government is
essentially subsidizing housing with an
economic justification of redistributing
wealth caused by the market which
mostly results in unsatisfactory
allocation of resources.
The exclusive usage of social housing
units make it unqualified to consider
it a public good as it is not a shared
benefit the society derive out of it – the
non-excludability character of a public
good. It neither meets the second
characteristics of non diminishability
, as once a housing unit is occupied
that reduces the amount of housing
available for others to use.
Social housing is rather a merit
good which justifies subsidy from
Government on the ground that
inequality of wealth prevents
economically disadvantaged groups
in affording suitable places to live
from housing market. Merit goods are
those private goods and services that
the government feels that people will
under-consume and which ought to be
partially or fully subsidized.
To what extent should government

subsidize social housing? There are two
factors to determine how much should
it be subsidized, the value of social
benefit over private benefit in providing
social housing and the value of social
benefit over social cost. When it comes
to merit goods such as schooling
young children, perhaps we can justify
fully subsidized education because
benefit the society gains in educating
all children could easily exceed the
private benefit to individual parents or
children. Similarly, the society’s cost in
educating whole children’s population
cannot outweigh the benefits it would
provide for generations to come.
On this basis of justifying public
expenditure on merit goods, we can
determine a fair level of subsidy for
social housing. We need to determine
to what extent the benefits of social
housing exceed private benefit of
owners and whether the social cost
of subsidy is worth the social benefit
of providing owner-occupied social
housing.

